Abstract-Finding the sparsest solution to underdetermined systems of linear equations is NP-hard in general. We show here that for systems with "typical"/"random" , a good approximation to the sparsest solution is obtained by applying a fixed number of standard operations from linear algebra. Our proposal, Stagewise Orthogonal Matching Pursuit (StOMP), successively transforms the signal into a negligible residual. Starting with initial residual , at the -th stage it forms the "matched filter" , identifies all coordinates with amplitudes exceeding a specially chosen threshold, solves a least-squares problem using the selected coordinates, and subtracts the least-squares fit, producing a new residual. After a fixed number of stages (e.g., 10), it stops. In contrast to Orthogonal Matching Pursuit (OMP), many coefficients can enter the model at each stage in StOMP while only one enters per stage in OMP; and StOMP takes a fixed number of stages (e.g., 10), while OMP can take many (e.g., ). We give both theoretical and empirical support for the large-system effectiveness of StOMP. We give numerical examples showing that StOMP rapidly and reliably finds sparse solutions in compressed sensing, decoding of error-correcting codes, and overcomplete representation.
At the ICASSP 2005 conference a special session addressed the theme of exploiting sparsity, and a recent international workshop, SPARS05, was largely devoted to this topic.
Very recently, considerable attention has focused on the following Sparse Solutions Problem (SSP). We are given an matrix which is in some sense "random," for example a matrix with i.i.d. Gaussian entries. We are also given an -vector and we know that where is an unknown sparse vector. We wish to recover ; however, crucially, , the system of equations is underdetermined and so of course, this is not a properly stated problem in linear algebra. Nevertheless, sparsity of is a powerful property that sometimes allows unique solutions. Applications areas for which this model is relevant include the following. 1) App1: Compressed Sensing. represents the coefficients of a signal or image in a known basis which happens to sparsely represent that signal or image. encodes a measurement operator, i.e., an operator yielding linear combinations of the underlying object. Here means that we collect fewer data than unknowns. Despite the indeterminacy, sparsity of allows for accurate reconstruction of the object from what would naively seem to be "too few samples" [8] , [17] , [48] . 2) App2: Error Correction. Information is transmitted in a coded block in which a small fraction of the entries may be corrupted. From the received data, one constructs a system ; here represents the values of errors which must be identifed/corrected, represents (generalized) check sums, and represents a generalized checksum operator. It is assumed that the number of errors is smaller than a threshold, and so is sparse. This sparsity allows to perfectly correct the gross errors [9] , [28] , [48] . 3) App3: Sparse Overcomplete Representation. represents the synthesis coefficients of a signal , which is assumed to be sparsely represented from terms in an overcomplete expansion; those terms are the columns of . The sparsity allows to recover a unique representation using only a few terms, despite the fact that representation is in general nonunique [11] , [20] , [21] , [43] , [50] , [51] . In these applications, several algorithms are available to pursue sparse solutions; in some cases attractive theoretical results are known, guaranteeing that the solutions found are the sparsest possible solutions. For example, consider the algorithm of minimization, which finds the solution to having minimal norm. Also called Basis Pursuit (BP) [11] , this method enjoys some particularly striking theoretical properties, such as rigorous proofs of exact reconstruction under seemingly quite general circumstances [7] , [8] , [16] [17] [18] , [21] , [32] , [35] 0018-9448/$31.00 © 2012 IEEE Unfortunately, some of the most powerful theoretical results are associated with fairly heavy computationally burdens. The research reported here began when, in applying the theory of compressed sensing to NMR spectroscopy, we found that a straightforward application of the minimization ideas in [17] , [58] required several days solution time per (multidimensional) spectrum. This seemed prohibitive computational expense to us, even though computer time is relatively less precious than spectrometer time.
In fact, numerous researchers have claimed that general-purpose minimization is much too slow for large-scale applications. Some have advocated a heuristic approach, Orthogonal Matching Pursuit (OMP) (also called greedy approximation and stepwise regression in other fields) [43] , [52] [53] [54] [55] , which though often effective in empirical work, does not offer the strong theoretical guarantees that attach to minimization. (For other heuristic approaches, see [29] , [50] , and [51] .)
In this paper we describe Stagewise Orthogonal Matching Pursuit (StOMP), a method for approximate sparse solution of underdetermined systems with the property either that is "random" or that the nonzeros in are randomly located, or both. StOMP is significantly faster than the earlier methods BP and OMP on large-scale problems with sparse solutions. Moreover, StOMP permits a theoretical analysis showing that StOMP is similarly succcessful to BP at finding sparse solutions.
Our analysis uses the notion of comparison of phase transitions as a performance metric. We consider the phase diagram, a 2-D graphic with coordinates measuring the relative sparsity of (number of nonzeros in /number of rows in ), as well as the indeterminacy of the system (number of rows in /number of columns in ). StOMP's large-performance exhibits two phases (success/failure) in this diagram, as does the performance of BP. The "success phase" (the region in the phase diagram where StOMP successfully finds sparse solutions) is large and comparable in size to the success phase for minimization. In a sense StOMP is more effective at finding sparse solutions to large extremely underdetermined problems than either minimization or OMP; its phase transition boundary is even higher at extreme sparsity than the other methods. Moreover, StOMP takes a few seconds to solve problems that may require days for solution. As a result StOMP is well suited to large-scale applications. Indeed we give several explicitly worked-out examples of realistic size illustrating the performance benefits of this approach.
Our analysis suggests the slogan noiseless underdetermined problems behave like noisy well-determined problems,
i.e., coping with incompleteness of the measurement data is (for "random ") similar to coping with Gaussian noise in complete measurements. At each StOMP stage, the usual set of matched filter coefficients is a mixture of "noise" caused by cross-talk (non-orthogonality) and true signal; setting an appropriate threshold, we can subtract identified signal, causing a reduction in cross-talk at the next iteration. This is more than a slogan; we develop a theoretical framework for rigorous asymptotic analysis. Theorems 1-3 below allow us to track explicitly the successful capture of signal, and the reduction in cross-talk, stage by stage, rigorously establishing (asymptotic) success below phase transition, together with the failure that occurs above phase transition. The theory agrees with empirical finite-results. Our paper is organized as follows. Section II presents background on the sparse solutions problem; Section III introduces the StOMP algorithm and documents its favorable performance. Section IV develops a performance measurement approach based on the phase diagram and phase transition. Section V analyzes the computational complexity of the algorithm. Section VI develops an analytic large-system-limit for predicting phase transitions which agree with empirical performance characteristics of StOMP. Section VII develops the Gaussian noise viewpoint which justifies our thresholding rules. Section VIII describes the performance of StOMP under variations [adding noise, of distribution of nonzero coefficients, of matrix ensemble] and documents the good performance of StOMP under all these variations.
Section IX presents computational examples in applications App1-App3 that document the success of the method in simulated model problems. Section X describes the available software package which reproduces the results in this paper, and Section XI discusses the relationship of our results to related ideas in multiuser detection theory and to previous work in the sparse solutions problem.
II. SPARSE SOLUTION PRELIMINARIES
Recall the Sparse Solutions Problem (SSP) mentioned in the introduction. In the SSP, an unknown vector, , is of interest; it is assumed sparse, which is to say that the number of nonzeros is much smaller than . We have the linear measurements where is a known by matrix, and wish to recover .
Of course, if were a nonsingular square matrix, with , we could easily recover from ; but we are interested in the case where . Elementary linear algebra tells us that is then not uniquely recoverable from by linear algebraic means, as the equation may have many solutions. However, we are seeking a sparse solution, and for certain matrices , sparsity will prove a powerful constraint. Some of the rapidly accumulating literature documenting this phenomenon includes [8] , [16] , [18] , [20] , [21] , [32] , [48] , [50] , [51] , [55] [56] [57] [58] .
For now, we consider a specific collection of matrices where sparsity proves valuable. Until we say otherwise, let be a random matrix taken from the Uniform Spherical ensemble (USE); the columns of are i.i.d. points on the unit sphere [16] , [17] . Later, several other ensembles will be introduced.
III. STAGEWISE ORTHOGONAL MATCHING PURSUIT
StOMP aims to achieve an approximate solution to where comes from the USE and is sparse. In this section, we describe its basic ingredients. In later sections we document and analyze its performance.
A. Procedure
StOMP operates in stages, building up a sequence of approximations , , by removing detected structure from a sequence of residual vectors , , . Fig. 1 gives a diagrammatic representation. StOMP starts with initial "solution" and initial residual . The stage counter starts at . The algorithm also maintains a sequence of estimates of the locations of the nonzeros in .
The -th stage applies matched filtering to the current residual, getting a vector of residual correlations which we think of as containing a small number of significant nonzeros in a vector disturbed by Gaussian noise in each entry. The procedure next performs hard thresholding to find the significant nonzeros; the thresholds, are specially chosen based on the assumption of Gaussianity (see below). Thresholding yields a small set of "large" coordinates: Here is a formal noise level and is a threshold parameter. We merge the subset of newly selected coordinates with the previous support estimate, thereby updating the estimate:
We then project the vector on the columns of belonging to the enlarged support. Letting denote the matrix with columns chosen using index set , we have the new approximation supported in with coefficients given by
The updated residual is
We check a stopping condition and, if it is not yet time to stop, we set and go to the next stage of the procedure. If it is time to stop, we set as the final output of the procedure.
Remarks:
1) The procedure resembles Orthogonal Matching Pursuit (known to statisticians as Forward Stepwise Regression).
In fact the two would give identical results if were equal to and if, by coincidence, the threshold were set in such a way that a single new term were obtained in at each stage.
2) The thresholding strategy used in StOMP (to be described below) aims to have numerous terms enter at each stage, and aims to have a fixed number of stages. Hence the results will be different from OMP. 3) The formal noise level , and typically the threshold parameter takes values in the range . 4) There are strong connections to: stagewise/stepwise regression in statistical model building; successive interference cancellation multiuser detectors in digital communications and iterative decoders in error-control coding. See the discussion in Section XI. Our recommended choice of (10) and our recommended threshold-setting procedures (see Section III-D below) have been designed so that when is sufficiently sparse, the following two conditions are likely to hold upon termination:
• All nonzeros in are selected in .
• has no more than entries. The next lemma motivates this design criterion. Recall that is sampled from the USE and so columns of are in general position. The following is proved in Appendix A. 
B. Example
We give a simple example showing that the procedure works in a special case.
We generated a coefficient vector with nonzeros, having amplitudes uniformly distributed on . We sampled a matrix at random from the USE with , , and computed a linear measurement vector . Thus the problem of recovering given is underdetermined (i.e., ), with underlying sparsity measure . To this SSP, we applied StOMP coupled with the CFAR threshold selection rule to be discussed below. The results are illustrated in Fig. 2 .
Panels (a)-(i) depict each matched filtering output, its hard thresholding and the evolving approximation. As can be seen, after 3 stages a result is obtained which is quite sparse and, as the final panel shows, matches well the object which truly generated the data. In fact, the error at the end of the third stage measures , i.e., a mere three stages were required to achieve an accuracy of two decimal digits. 
C. Approximate Gaussianity of Residual MAI
At the heart of our procedure are two thresholding schemes often used in Gaussian noise removal. (N.B. at this point we assume there is no noise in !) To explain the relevance of Gaussian "noise" concepts, note that at stage 1, the algorithm is computing Tthis is essentially the usual matched filter estimate of . If and vanishes except in one coordinate, the matched filter output equals perfectly (in that one coordinate). Hence is a measure of the disturbance to exact reconstruction caused by multiple nonzeros in . The same notion arises in digital communications where it is called Multiple-Access Interference (MAI) [60] . Perhaps surprisingly-because there is no noise in the problem-the MAI in our setting typically has a Gaussian behavior. More specifically, if is a matrix from the USE and if and are both large, then the entries in the MAI vector have a histogram which is nearly Gaussian with standard deviation
The heuristic justification is as follows. The MAI has the form The thing we regard as "random" in this expression is the matrix . The term measures the projection of a random point on the sphere onto another random point. This random variable has approximately a Gaussian distribution . For from the USE, for a given fixed , the different random variables are independently distributed. Hence the quantity is an i.i.d. sum of approximately normal r.v.'s, and so, by standard arguments, should be approximately normal with mean 0 and variance
Setting
, this justifies (III.2). Computational experiments validate Gaussian approximation for the MAI. In Fig. 3 , Panels (a), (d), (g) display Gaussian QQ-plots of the MAI in the sparse case with , and , in the Uniform Spherical Ensemble with and . In each case, the QQ-plot appears straight, as the Gaussian model would demand. 1 Through the rest of this paper, the phrase Gaussian approximation means that the MAI has an approximately Gaussian marginal distribution. (The reader interested in formal proofs of Gaussian approximation can consult the literature of multiuser detection, e.g., [12] , [46] , and [61] ; such a proof is implicit in the proofs of Theorems 1 and 2 below. The connection between our work and MUD theory will be amplified in Section XI below). Properly speaking, the term "MAI" applies only at stage 1 of StOMP. At later stages there is residual MAI, i.e., MAI which has not yet been cancelled. This can be defined as The coordinates are ignored at stage -the residual in those coordinates is deterministically 0.
Empirically, residual MAI has also a Gaussian behavior. Fig. 4 shows quantile-quantile plots for the first few stages of the CFAR variant, comparing the residual MAI with a standard normal distribution. The plots are effectively straight lines, illustrating the Gaussian approximation. Later, we provide theoretical support for a perturbed Gaussian approximation to residual MAI.
D. Threshold Selection
Our threshold selection proposal is inspired by the Gaussian behavior of residual MAI. We view the vector of correlations at stage as consisting of a small number of "truly nonzero" entries, combined with a large number of "Gaussian noise" entries. The problem of separating "signal" from "noise" in such problems has generated a large literature including the papers [1] , [23] , [24] , [26] , [27] , [37] , which influenced our way of thinking.
We adopt language from statistical decision theory [39] and the field of multiple comparisons [38] . Recall that the support of is being (crudely) estimated in the StOMP algorithm. If a coordinate belonging to does not appear in , we call this a missed detection. If a coordinate not in does appear in we call this a false alarm. The coordinates in we call discoveries, and the coordinates in we call false discoveries. (Note: false alarms are also false discoveries. The terminological distinction is relevant when we normalize to form a rate; thus the false alarm rate is the number of false alarms divided by the number of coordinates not in ; the false discovery rate is the fraction of false discoveries within .)
We propose two strategies for setting the threshold. Ultimately, each strategy should land us in a position to apply Lemma 3.1, i.e., to arrive at a state where and there are no missed detections. Then, Lemma 3.1 assures us, we perfectly recover:
. The two strategies are: • False Alarm Control. We attempt to guarantee that the number of total false alarms, across all stages, does not exceed the natural codimension of the problem, defined as . Subject to this, we attempt to make the maximal number of discoveries possible. To do so, we choose a threshold so the False Alarm rate at each stage does not exceed a per-stage budget. • False Discovery Control. We attempt to arrange that the number of False Discoveries cannot exceed a fixed fraction of all discoveries, and to make the maximum number of discoveries possible subject to that constraint. This leads us to consider Simes' rule [1] , [2] . The False Alarm Control strategy requires knowledge of the number of nonzeros or some upper bound. False Discovery Control does not require such knowledge, which makes it more convenient for applications, if slightly more complex to implement and substantially more complex to analyze [1] . The choice of strategy matters; the basic StOMP algorithm behaves differently depending on the threshold strategy, as we will see below.
Implementation details are available by downloading the software we have used to generate the results in this paper; see Section X below.
IV. PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS BY PHASE TRANSITION
When does StOMP work? To discuss this, we use the notions of phase diagram and phase transition.
A. Problem Suites, Performance Measures
By problem suite we mean a collection of Sparse Solution Problems defined by two ingredients: (a) an ensemble of random matrices of size by ; (b) an ensemble of -sparse vectors . By standard problem suite we mean the suite with sampled from the uniform spherical ensemble, with a random variable having nonzeros sampled i.i.d. from a standard distribution. For a given problem suite, a specific algorithm can be run numerous times on instances sampled from the problem suite. Its performance on each realization can then be measured according to some numerical or qualitative criterion. If we are really ambitious, and insist on perfect recovery, we use the performance measure . More quantitative is the -norm, , the number of sites at which the two vectors disagree. Both these measures are inappropriate for use with floating point arithmetic, which does not produce exact agreement. We prefer to use instead , the number of sites at which the reconstruction and the target disagree by more than . We can also use the quantitative measure , declaring success when the measure is smaller than a fixed threshold (say ).
For a qualitative performance indicator we simply report the fraction of realizations where the qualitative condition was true; for a quantitative performance measure, we present the mean value across instances at a given .
B. Phase Diagram
A phase diagram depicts performance of an algorithm at a sequence of problem suites . The average value of some performance measure as displayed as a function of and . Both of these variables , so the diagram occupies the unit square.
To illustrate such a phase diagram, consider a well-studied case where something interesting happens. Let solve the optimization problem:
As mentioned earlier, if where has nonzeros, we may find that exactly when is small enough. Fig. 5 displays a grid of values, with ranging through 50 equispaced points in the interval and ranging through 50 equispaced points in ; here . Each point on the grid shows the mean number of coordinates at which original and reconstruction differ by more than , averaged over 100 independent realizations of the standard problem suite . The experimental setting just described, i.e., the grid setup, the values of , and the number of realizations, . The diagram displays a rapid transition from perfect reconstruction to perfect disagreement. Overlaid red curve is theoretical curve .
is used to generate phase diagrams later in this paper, although the problem suite being used may change. This diagram displays a phase transition. For small , it seems that high-accuracy reconstruction is obtained, while for large reconstruction fails. The transition from success to failure occurs at different for different values of .
This empirical observation is explained by a theory that accurately predicts the location of the observed phase transition and shows that, asymptotically for large , this transition is perfectly sharp. Suppose that problem is drawn at random from the standard problem suite, and consider the event that , i.e., that minimization exactly recovers . The paper [19] 
C. Phase Diagrams for StOMP
We now use phase diagrams to study the behavior of StOMP. . Once again, for very sparse problems ( small), the algorithm is successful at recovering (a good approximation to) , while for less sparse problems ( large), the algorithm fails. Superposed on this display is the graph of a heuristically derived function , which we call the Predicted Phase transition for CFAR thresholding. Again the agreement between the simulation results and the predicted transition is reasonably good. Appendix B explains the calculation of this predicted transition, although it is best read only after first reading Section VI. Fig. 7 shows the number of mismatches for the StOMP algorithm based on CFDR thresholding with False Discovery Rate
. Here and the display shows that, again, for very sparse problems ( small), the algorithm is successful at recovering (a good approximation to) , while for less sparse problems large, the algorithm fails. Superposed on this display is the graph of a heuristically derived function , which we call the Predicted Phase transition for CFDR thresholding. Again the agreement between the simulation results and the predicted transition is reasonably good, though visibly not quite as good as in the CFAR case.
V. COMPUTATION
Since StOMP seems to work reasonably well, it makes sense to study how rapidly it runs. Table I shows the running times for StOMP equipped with CFAR and CFDR thresholding, solving an instance of the problem suite
A. Empirical Results
. We compare these figures with the time needed to solve the same problem instance via minimization and OMP. Here minimization is implemented using Michael Saunders' PDCO solver [49] . The simulations used to generate the figures in the table were all executed on a 3 GHz Xeon workstation, comparable with current desktop CPUs. Table I suggests that a tremendous saving in computation time is achieved when using the StOMP scheme over traditional minimization. The conclusion is that CFAR-and CFDRbased methods have a large domain of applicability for sparsely solving random underdetermined systems, while running much faster than other methods in problem sizes of current interest.
B. Complexity Analysis
The timing studies are supported by a formal analysis of the asymptotic complexity. In this analysis, we consider two scenarios.
• Dense Matrices. In this scenario, the matrix defining an underdetermined linear system is an explicit dense matrix stored in memory. Thus, applying to an -vector involves flops.
• Fast Operators. Here, the linear operator is not explicitly represented in matrix form. Rather, it is implemented as an operator taking a vector , and returning . Classical examples of this type include the Fourier transform, Hadamard transform, and Wavelet transform, just to name a few; all of these operators are usually implemented without matrix multiplication. Such fast operators are of key importance in large-scale applications. As a concrete example, consider an imaging scenario where the data is a array, and is an by partial Fourier operator, with proportional to . Direct application of would involve operations, whereas applying a 2-D FFT followed by random sampling would require merely flops; the computational gain is evident. In our analysis below, we let denote the cost of one application of a linear operator or its adjoint (corresponding to one matrix-vector multiplication). In fact, as we will now see, the structure of the StOMP algorithm makes it a prime choice when fast operators are available, as nearly all its computational effort is invested in solving partial least-squares systems involving and . In detail, assume we are at the -th stage of execution. StOMP starts by applying matched filtering to the current residual, which amount to one application of , at a cost of flops. Next, it applies hard-thresholding to the residual correlations and updates the active set accordingly, using at most additional flops. The core of the computation lies in calculating the projection of onto the subset of columns , to get a new approximation . This is implemented via a Conjugate Gradient (CG) solver [34] . Each CG iteration involves application of and , costing at most flops. The number of CG iterations used is a small constant, independent of and , which we denote . In our implementation we use . Finally, we compute the new residual by applying to the new approximation, requiring an additional flops. Summarizing, the total operation count per StOMP stage amounts to . The total number of StOMP stages, , is a prescribed constant, independent of the data; in the simulations in this paper we set . Readers familiar with OMP have by now doubtless recognized the evident parallelism in the algorithmic structure of StOMP and OMP. Indeed, much like StOMP, at each stage OMP computes residual correlations and solves a least-squares problem for the new solution estimate. Yet, unlike StOMP, OMP builds up the active set one element at a time. Hence, an efficient implementation would necessarily maintain a Cholesky factorization of the active set matrix and update it at each stage, thereby reducing the cost of solving the least-squares system. In total, steps of OMP would take at most flops. Without any sparsity assumptions on the data, OMP takes at most steps, thus, its worst-case performance is bounded by operations. A key difference between StOMP and OMP is that the latter needs to store the Cholesky factor of the active set matrix in its explicit form, taking up to memory elements. When is large, as is often the case in 2-D and 3-D image-reconstruction scenarios, this greatly hinders the applicability of OMP. In contrast, StOMP has very modest storage requirements. At any given point of the algorithm execution, one needs only store the current estimate , the current residual vector , and the current active set . This makes StOMP very attractive for use in large-scale applications.
Table II summarizes our discussion so far, offering a comparison of the computational complexity of StOMP, OMP, and minimization via linear programming (LP). For the LP solver, we use a primal-dual barrier method for convex optimization [49] . The estimates listed in the table all assume worst-case behavior. Examining the bounds in the dense matrix case closely, we notice that StOMP is the only algorithm of the three admitting quadratic order complexity estimates. In contrast, OMP and PDCO require cubic order estimates for their worst-case performance bound. Therefore, for large scale problems StOMP can dominate due to its simple structure and efficiency. In the case where fast operators are applicable, StOMP yet again prevails; it is the only algorithm of the three requiring a constant number ( ) of matrix-vector multiplications to reach a solution.
To convey the scale of computational benefits in large problems, we conduct a simple experiment in a setting where can be implemented as a fast operator. We consider a system where is made from only rows of the Fourier matrix. can be implemented by application of a Fast Fourier Transform followed by a coordinate selection. Table III gives the results. Clearly the advantage of StOMP is even more convincing.
To make the comparison still more vivid, we point ahead to an imaging example from Section IX-A below. There an image of dimensions is viewed as a vector of length . Again the system where is made from only rows of the Fourier matrix. One matrix-vector product costs . How do the three algorithms compare in this setting? Plugging-in , , and as above, we see that the leading term in the complexity bound for StOMP is . In contrast, for OMP the leading term in the worst-case bound becomes , and for minimization the leading term is . The computational gains from StOMP are indeed substantial. Moreover, to run OMP in this setting, we may need up to memory elements to store the Cholesky factorization, which renders it unusable for anything but the smallest . In Section IX-A, we present actual running times of the different algorithms.
VI. LARGE-SYSTEM LIMIT
Figs. 6 and 7 suggest phase transitions in the behavior of StOMP, which would imply a certain well-defined asymptotic "system capacity" below which StOMP successfully finds a sparse solution, and above which it fails. In this section, we review the empirical evidence for a phase transition in the large-system limit and develop theory that rigorously establishes it. We consider the problem suite defined by random sampled from the USE, and with generated as , where has nonzero coefficients in random positions having entries . This ensemble generates a slightly "lower" transition than the ensemble used for Figs. 6 and 7 where the nonzeros in had i.i.d. Gaussian entries. Fig. 8 presents results of simulations at fixed ratios but increasing . Three different quantities are considered: in panel (a), the probability of early termination, i.e., termination before stage because the residual has been driven nearly to zero; in panel (b) the missed detection rate, i.e., the fraction of nonzeros in that are not supported in the reconstruction . Both quantities undergo transitions in behavior near . Significantly, the transitions become more sharply defined with increasing . As increases, the early termination probability behaves increasingly like a raw discontinuity as , while the fraction of missed detections properties behave increasingly like a discontinuity in derivative . In statistical physics such limiting behaviors are called first-order and second-order phase transitions, respectively. 
A. Evidence for Phase Transition

B. Evidence for Intensivity
In statistical physics, a system property is called intensive when it tends to a stable limit as the system size increases. Many properties of StOMP, when expressed as ratios to the total system size, are intensive. Such properties include: the number of detections at each stage, the number of true detections, the number of false alarms, and the squared norm of the residual . When sampling from the standard problem suite, all these properties-after normalization by the problem size -behave as intensive quantities. . If these quantities are intensive, they will behave similarly at the same stage even at different problem sizes. The evidence of the table suggests that they are indeed intensive.
Also important in what follows are two threshold detector operating characteristics: the stage-specific false-alarm rate and the stage-specific correct detection rate There is also evidence of intensivity for these quantities; see Table V .
C. Limit Quantities
We have seen that the dimension-normalized quantities and are empirically nearly constant for large . We now present a theoretical result to explain this. For our result, we fix and consider the CFAR algorithm designed for that specified . We also fix . Let , . Run StOMP on an instance of the problem suite . Let denote the norm of the residual at stage .
Recall the notation for limit in probability; a sequence of random variables has the nonstochastic limit in probability, written , if, for each , as . In the result below, let denote the random quantity on a problem from the standard suite at size . Similarly for , , We also have large-system limits in probability for the detector operating characteristics where the limits depend on , and . Finally, the normalized dimensions also have large-system limits with limits depending on and on . See Appendix C for the proof. It is best studied after first becoming familiar with Section VII.
D. The Predicted Phase Transition
Fix a small ; we say that StOMP is successful, if at termination of the -stage StOMP algorithm,
• the active set contains all but a fraction of the elements of :
• the active set contains no more than elements:
Lemma 3.1 motivates this definition (in the case ). When this property holds, it is typically the case that , as experiments have shown.
The existence of large-system limits allows us to derive phase transitions in the "Success" property; the corresponding curves and decorate Figs. 6 and 7. Empirically, these transitions happen at about the same place as apparent transitions for other candidate definitions of "Success," such as exact equality . The key point is that the transitions in this property can be calculated analytically, and are rigorously in force at large , whereas empirical phase transitions are simply interpretations.
This analytic calculation works by tracking the large-system limit variables as a function of ; thus we use dimension-normalized units, , , , and this state vector is initialized to . The heart of the calculation is an iteration over . At stage , we first calculate the model false alarm rate and the model true detect rate
This part of the calculation requires theoretical developments from the next section; specifically Corollaries 7.1, 7.2. We then update the limit quantities in the obvious way:
The calculation announces success if, at or before stage , Otherwise, it announces failure.
This calculation evaluates a specific parameter combination for success or failure. We are really interested in the boundary which separates the "success" region from the "failure" region. By binary search, we obtain a numerical approximation to this boundary.
In this calculation, there is no notion of problem size ; in principle the calculation is applicable to all large problem sizes. The assumption being made is that certain variables (such as the empirical false alarm rate) are intensive, and, though random, can be approximated by a limit quantity. This has been established for the relevant variables by Theorem 1.
Table VI compares the calculations made by this approach with the results of a StOMP simulation. The degree of match is apparent. The difference between the empirical transition and the theoretical prediction is smaller than the width of the transition; compare Fig. 8 . Since the empirical transition point is not a sharply defined quantity, the degree of match seems quite acceptable.
VII. CONDITIONED GAUSSIAN LIMIT
Underlying Theorem 1 and the subsequent phase-transition calculations is a particular model for the statistical behavior of coefficients . We now introduce and derive that model.
A. Conditioned Gaussian Model
Our model considers the quantities driving the StOMP algorithm. There are two kind of behaviors: one for -the null case-and one for -the non-null case. 1) Null Case: Define jointly Gaussian random variables , with means zero and variances defined by Theorem 1. The variances are decreasing:
. The random variables have the covariance structure That is to say, the process behaves as a time-reversed martingale.
Consider the coefficient obtained by matched filtering of the -th residual, and suppose that is a truly null coordinate, i.e., is not in the support of . For a random variable let denote the probability law of . Consider the (USE, ) problem suite with given values of and , and large. Our conditioned Gaussian model says that, in the CFAR case
In words, we model each null coefficient as a certain Gaussian random variable conditioned on certain non-exceedance events involving other, correlated random variables. In particular, we do not model it simply as a Gaussian random variable (except if ). To enforce this distinction, we let denote the random variable conditioned on . 2) Non-Null Case: Define jointly Gaussian random variables , , , , with means and variances again deriving from Theorem 1. There is again the covariance appropriate to a time-reversed martingale:
Consider now the coefficient obtained by matched filtering of the -th residual, where is a truly non-null coordinate, i.e., is in the support of . Consider again the standard problem suite with given values of and and large. The conditioned Gaussian model says that
In words, we model each non-null coefficient at stage as a certain nonzero-mean Gaussian random variable conditioned on a certain sequence of non-exceedances at earlier stages in the sequence. In this case, the conditioning event looks the same as in the null case; however the random variables do not have mean zero. We let denote the random variable conditioned on .
3) The Gaussian Approximation: The CG model, which will later be seen to be highly accurate, explains why the Gaussian approximation sometimes works. The model has the following consequence. Let denote the marginal probability density of the CG variable and let denote the probability density of a Gaussian . Under a simple normal approxmation, we would have . Under our model,
We have the identity , where
A parallel definition for the random variables sets
In Fig. 9 Panel (a), we display exact results for under our model, with a choice of obtained from analyzing the case , . As one can see, each is effectively 1 near zero, and drops to zero in the tails. In this case, each underlying is small and each is effectively concentrated over the region where is nearly 1. Hence the Gaussian approximation to the conditioned Gaussian model is not bad, for the parameters and underlying this situation. Panel (b) depicts with a choice of , obtained from analyzing the case , . Now we have only a vaguely Gaussian shape.
B. Derivation of the Model
The first part of this section will prove:
Theorem 2: Let be as defined in Section VII-AI. Then, for , and , as
We immediately gain a formula for computing the limiting threshold false-alarm probability: , the factor multiplying the standard normal density to get the conditioned Gaussian density, null case. (b) , the factor multiplying the (nonstandard) normal density to get the conditioned Gaussian density, nonnull case. Here , 3, 4 , and .
Corollary 7.1:
The comparable result in the Non-null case is:
Theorem 3: Let be as defined in Section VII-AI. Then
We obtain a formula for computing the limiting threshold correct detection rate.
Corollary 7.2:
(VII. We now make the observation that probabilities of hyper-rectangles can be computed simply from the joint cumulative distribution function. We state without proof an elementary fact:
Lemma 7.4:
Let denote random variables with joint cumulative distribution function . The rectangle probability can be expressed as a linear combination with coefficients . The rectangle probability similarly has a representation It follows that, if we have a sequence of such CDF's converging uniformly to a limit CDF , then we also have convergence of the corresponding rectangle probabilities just mentioned.
A conditional probability is a ratio of two such terms:
The probability law given on the right-hand side of (VII.9) has cumulative distribution function Invoking Lemmas 7.4 and 7.3, as well as (VII.7), we get The middle step invoked the fact that, in the sense of convergence in probability, in uniform norm, locally uniformly in .
2) Non-Null Case:
The technical side of the argument parallels the null case, and we will not repeat it. The only point we clarify here is the calculation of the means and standard deviations .
For this calculation, we propose to model as a , where the are arbitrary signs, and are Gaussian random vectors. This model corresponds to "Gaussianizing" the SSP instance A vector uniformly distributed on the unit sphere in is Gaussianized by multiplying it by an independent scalar random variable where is Chi-distributed on degrees of freedom. The resulting vector is distributed . Now apply such Gaussianization independently to each of the columns of , producing the columns of a matrix , the vector has indeed the distribution of . We will make some computations using this Gaussianization; the result, exactly true in the Gaussian case, is asymptotically correct for the original pre-Gaussianization model. The same approach was used, less explicitly, in the last subsection. Gaussianization has also been heavily used in the Banach space literature; see also [16] , [17] for examples in the present spirit.
We start with a typical Bayesian calculation. We again omit the elementary proof. Consider now . In parallel with Lemma 7.2 we have:
Lemma 7.7: Define the family of random variables , . This family is well approximated by the Gaussian random variables defined above. In fact, for a sequence depending only on , . Clearly, the above elements can be combined to give our result, in much the same fashion that used in the null case can be carried out in the present case. Let ; then Define Gaussian random variables with mean and variance . Let denote the random variable conditional on the event . By the same approach as in the null case we obtain:
Here of course the presence of the factor does not affect the limit, as will eventually be large with overwhelming probability. This completes our proof of Theorem 3.
VIII. VARIATIONS
A. How Many Stages?
In the experiments reported here, we chose stages. Our main consideration in choosing the number of stages is the speed of the resulting algorithm. Obviously, choosing smaller or larger would modify the speed and modify the phase transition diagram, and so give us a larger or smaller range of effectiveness. Because we make available the code that performed our experiments (see Section X), it is straightforward to study variations on the procedure described here.
B. Varying Coefficient Distributions
The phase transitions displayed in Section IV were computed assuming the nonzero coefficients have a Gaussian distribution. The phase transitions in Section VI assumed the nonzero coefficients in have a symmetric distribution on . There are small differences, with the Gaussian coefficients leading to transitions at higher values of . We have of course tried other distributions as well. Experiments in Fig. 10 Panel (a) show the case of a uniform distribution on the coefficients, while Fig. 10 Panel (b) illustrates the power law case. We conjecture that, among coefficient distributions, the worst phase transition is approximately given by the sign case, where we have worked to give a rigorous theory.
C. Noisy Data
The methods discussed above extend quite naturally to the case of data contaminated with white Gaussian noise. Indeed, suppose that our observations obey where denotes an i.i.d.
noise. The matched filter will obey the same conditioned normal appproximation, with different variances. Hence, to the extent that our approach was applicable before, it remains applicable. We remark, however, that CFDR seems most appropriate in the noisy case. Fig. 11 displays the performance of CFDR thresholding in the noisy case. The transition behavior is less clear-cut than in the noiseless case. It seems to indicate graceful smoothing out of the sharp transition seen in the noiseless case.
D. Other Matrix Ensembles
Our attention has focused on the case where is a random matrix, generated from the uniform spherical ensemble. Similar results follow immediately for two closely related ensembles:
URPE Uniform Random Projection ensemble. contains the first rows of an by random orthogonal matrix [8] ;
GE Gaussian ensemble. The entries of are i.i.d. . In fact we have already used (more than once) the fact that GE and USE are intimately related. Matrices in the two ensembles differ only by the normalization of the columns-a member of URP can be obtained by sampling from the Gaussian ensemble and normalizing the columns to unit length. Also, the close relationship of URPE and GE is quite evident by viewing one as produced from the other by a Gram-Schmidt process on the rows. Fig. 3 Panels (c), (f), and (i) show that for the URPE, the MAI for matched filtering obeys the Gaussian approximation. Extensive experiments have shown that StOMP has the same behavior at the URPE, GE, and USE, but we omit details for reasons of space. Scripts generating such experiments are included in the software publication; see Section X.
More interestingly, we considered other random ensembles, the most well-known ones being
• Random Signs ensemble. The entries of the matrix are , the signs chosen randomly.
• Partial Fourier ensemble. rows are chosen at random from an by Fourier matrix.
• Partial Hadamard ensemble. rows are chosen at random from an by Hadamard matrix. (Possible only for certain ). These are important for various applications of compressed sensing. For each ensemble, we found that the Gaussian approximation applies. Fig. 3 Panels (b) , (e), and (h) illustrate the MAI for matched filtering at the RSE. Thus, we propose StOMP for such ensembles as well.
IX. STYLIZED APPLICATIONS
We now illustrate the performance of StOMP and the thresholding strategies.
A. Compressed Sensing
Recently, there has been considerable interest both from theorists [7] , [8] , [17] , [33] and from practitioners [31] , [40] [41] [42] , [47] in the possibility of dramatically reducing the "number of samples' that "have to be measured" in various remote sensing problems. In effect, one views the problem as one of reconstructing a high-dimensional vector from a low-dimensional data sample , which is obtained from by linear sampling. Here although samples "seem to be needed" according to standard linear algebra, everything we have shown in this paper (as well as the cited prior work) shows that samples can suffice to get either an exact or approximate reconstruction of .
We now study the performance of StOMP and the thresholding strategies in concrete instances, inspired by applications in spectroscopy and imaging.
1) Bumps: Our first example uses the object Bumps from the Wavelab package [5] , rendered with samples. This object, shown in panel (a) of Fig. 12 , is a caricature of signals arising in NMR spectroscopy, characterized by a few localized peaks. Such signals are known to have wavelet expansions with relatively few significant coefficients. We considered a Compressed Sensing (CS) scenario where sensed samples are taken, reflecting random linear combinations of the wavelet coefficients of Bumps. The details are the same as for hybrid CS in [58] . In our simulations, we compared the performance of StOMP equipped with CFDR and CFAR thresholding to that of Basis Pursuit (i.e., minimization) and Matching Pursuit (i.e., OMP). The results are summarized in Fig. 12 . Evidently, the accuracy of reconstruction is comparable for all the algorithms used. However, the speed of the two StOMP implementations is unrivaled by BP or OMP; compare the 2.6 s required by StOMP with CFAR to generate a solution, with the 37 s needed by OMP, or nearly 18 min of computation time entailed by minimization. As for the results appearing in Table I , all the simulations described in this section were obtained on a 3 GHz Xeon workstation.
We now consider a larger-scale example in two dimensions. Fig. 13(a) shows a synthesized image of 2-D Gaussian spectra, created in the following manner. Forty Gaussians were generated with standard deviations randomly varying, amplitudes drawn from an exponential distribution, and positions i.i.d uniform. The image is discretized on a grid of 256 256 pixels. We applied multiscale CS as in [58] . We used a wavelet basis and formed a matrix which gathered random linear combinations of the coefficients in the three finest wavelet scales (see [58] for details). The total number of sensed samples was (here the number of pixels ). Fig. 13  panels (b) -(d) present reconstruction results for BP, CFDR, and CFAR, respectively. (We did not consider OMP in our simulations; it seems impractical to apply in such large-scale applications, due to memory constraints.) All three algorithms produced faithful reconstructions. However, careful investigation of the error and timing measurements reveals that CFDR and CFAR outperformed BP in terms of both speed and accuracy.
2) Mondrian: We now consider a "geometric" example. Panel (a) of Fig. 14 displays a photograph of a painting by Piet Mondrian, the Dutch neo-plasticist. This image has a relatively sparse expansion in a tensor wavelet basis, and therefore is suitable for CS. (This test image, while of a relatively simple geometric nature, still presents a challenging trial, as its wavelet expansion is not very sparse. In fact, out of 26 2144 wavelet coefficients, there are only 798 coefficients with magnitude smaller than .) More "naturalistic" images would be equally fitting candidates, provided they admit sparse representations in an appropriate basis/frame (such as the Curvelets frame, for instance).
Much as with the 2-D Bumps image, we used the Mondrian image in a Multiscale CS setting, applied to the four finest scales of the wavelet expansion. A total of sensed samples were used overall. Since , this stands for roughly one quarter of the original dimension of the data. Fig. 14 panels (b)-(d) have reconstruction results. Indeed, all three algorithms performed well in terms of reconstruction accuracy. Of the three, minimization produced the most accurate reconstruction, as measured by distance to the original. It did so, however, at an outstanding cost; over 30 hours of computation were required by BP (with the PDCO solver [49] ) to reach a solution. In contrast, StOMP with CFAR produced a result of comparable accuracy in just over a minute. (Observant readers may notice that here data size is comparable to the 2-D spectra example, but the computation time required by direct minimization is significantly larger. The cause is our specific implementation of BP. The primal-dual barrier method favors solution vectors which contain many exact zeros.)
We find it instructive to take a closer look at the reconstruction results in the wavelet domain. To that end, we zoomed in on a horizontal slice of 100 wavelet coefficients at one scale below the finest, as displayed in panel (a) of Fig. 15 . Comparing the reconstruction results of the iterative thresholding algorithms with the original slice of coefficients reveals a great deal about their performance when the underlying signal is not sufficiently sparse. Both CFDR and CFAR successfully recovered the significant coefficients, while keeping the rest of the coefficients at zero. In fact, it makes sense to view the small coefficients as the result of digitization noise, in which case the thresholding algorithms are actually removing noise, while remaining faithful to the original signal. In contrast, minimization tends to exacerbate the noise under insufficient sparsity conditions, as was discussed in detail in [58] . In short, StOMP is a dependable choice even beyond its region of success.
B. Error Correction
Virtually every digital communication system employs errorcontrol coding as an integral part of its operation. There is elegant coding theory showing showing how to encode items in a block of transmitted numbers with the ability to correct up to arbitrary errors; unfortunately for general linear coding schemes the task of identifying the most likely sites for the errors is known to be NP-hard [3] . Lately, there has been much interest in developing good fast decoding schemes. The literature in the IEEE Transactions on Information Theory on message passing decoding and turbo decoding is literally too volumnious to charcterize. Recently, Candès and Tao pointed out that -minimization/sparsity ideas have a role to play in decoding linear error-correcting codes over [8] , [48] . Naturally, it follows that StOMP also has an opportunity to contribute.
Here is the experimental mise en place. Assume is a digital signal of length , with entries , representing bits to be transmitted over a digital communication channel. Prior to transmission, we encode with an ECC constructed in the following manner. Let be a "random" orthogonal matrix of size , where is the redundancy factor of the code. Partition , where is the "encoding matrix" and is the "decoding matrix." Then, the encoding stage amounts to computing , with the encoded signal, of length . At the decoder, we receive , where has nonzeros in random positions, and the nonzero . In words, the signal is sent over a sparse noisy channel. There are no assumed bounds on noise power. The minimum -norm decoder solves Call the solution . At the output of the decoder, we compute The key property being exploited is the mutual orthogonality of and . Specifically, note that . Hence, is essentially solving for the sparse error patten. Fig. 16 presents results of tests at redundancy and decoded data length . We performed each experiment multiple times while varying the noise sparsity . At each instance, we recorded the Bitwise error rate (BER) and the decoding time. For comparative purposes, we repeated the experiment using Basis Pursuit and OMP. The results are summarized in plots showing BER as a function of noise sparsity; see panels (a)-(d) of Fig. 16 . In terms of BER, BP prevailed, decoding successfully even when gross errors contaminated more than half the received signal values. Yet, StOMP with CFAR thresholding came remarkably close to the performance of true minimization. And it did so in a fraction of the time needed by BP; compare the average decoding time of 0.55 s required by StOMP to 146 s needed by BP.
Actually StOMP can outperform decoding in terms of error-resistance at very small . Consider Fig. 17 . It presents the results of a similar experiment, in a slightly different setting. Here we set and , i.e., we choose a long blocklength code with very little redundancy. The phase diagram in Fig. 6 shows that at , , and so StOMP decoding is predicted to outperform decoding at such low redundancy. In our experiment, both CFAR and CFDR thresholding performed better than minimization and OMP in terms of BER. Again, comparing timing measures, we see that StOMP runs at about th the time needed by BP. To summarize, StOMP provides a rapid, yet dependable, alternative to costly minimization.
C. Component Separation in Overcomplete Systems
We consider now the problem of separating a signal into its harmonic and impulsive components; see also [11] and [21] . In detail, assume we have a signal of length , known to admit sparse synthesis by a few selected sinusoids and a few spikes, with a total of such components. Formally, we have , where is an identity matrix, is an Fourier matrix, and is a coefficient vector. [21] established bounds on the sparsity , under which minimization successfully recovers the coefficient vector in this underdetermined setting. Here we investigate the performance of StOMP as an alternative to direct minimization. Fig. 18(a) shows a signal of length , consisting of two harmonic terms perturbed by 32 spikes, with amplitudes drawn at random from a normal distribution , for a total of nonzero synthesis coefficients in the time-frequency dictionary. The spike and sinusoid components of are plotted individually in panels (b) and (c). We solved this underdetermined system using StOMP with CFAR and CFDR thresholding. Results are portrayed in the second and third rows of Fig. 18 . Both thresholding strategies perfectly recovered the synthesis coefficients in four stages, validating our claim that StOMP is a fast alternative to minimization. 
X. REPRODUCING OUR RESULTS
The phrase reproducible research [5] , [22] describes a discipline for publication of computational research together with a complete software environment reproducing that research. In that spirit, all the figures appearing in this paper can be reproduced using the SparseLab library for Matlab. SparseLab is a collection of Matlab functions and scripts, developed at Stanford University, and which is available freely on the internet at www-stat.stanford.edu/~sparselab. It includes an array of tools to solve sparse approximation problems, supplemented with detailed examples and demos. SparseLab has been used by the authors to create all the figures and tables used in this article, and the toolbox contains scripts which will reproduce all the calculations of this paper.
XI. RELATED WORK
We briefly discuss several significant precursors to this work.
A. Statistical Modelling
Statisticians have, since the advent of automatic computing, developed a very large of model building strategies. These include forward stepwise regression and screening regressions, both closely related to the present work.
In our notation, the statistical modelling problem goes as follows. One is given data where is Gaussian noise, is the response, the columns of are predictors and is a vector of coefficients. It is believed that most potential predictors are irrelevant, and that only a few predictors should be used, but it is not known which ones these are likely to be. Equivalently, most of the coefficients in are zero, but the positions of the nonzeros are unknown.
Forward stepwise regression simply selects the predictor having best correlation with the current residual at each stage and adds it to the current model, which it then fits by least-squares. This procedure has been used extensively by persons of our acquaintance for more than 50 years; it is the same thing we have called OMP in this paper (a term that arose in signal processing about 15 years ago). The method of screening regressions selects all predictors having a significant correlation with the original signal; this is the same as stage one of StOMP. No doubt over the last five decades many people have tried iterative screening regressions at least on an informal basis.
What is different in our proposal? Here, our data may be noiseless; the underlying "matrix of predictors" (here ) must however be random, e.g., generated with random independent columns. This randomness of alone is somehow responsible for the phenomena described here.
Our work shows that stagewise model building-seemingly ad hoc and hard to analyze-can, if the underlying matrix of predictors is random, have impressive theoretical properties. It suggests that stagewise model building in Gaussian linear modeling and perhaps elsewhere may have provably good properties. 
B. Digital Communications
Also mentioned earlier is the connection between our calculations and several key notions in multiuser detection theory. Randomly spread CDMA systems can be thought of as posing the problem of solving where is a transmitted binary vector, is the received vector and is a rectangular array with random entries. This is like our problem, except: a) need not be sparse; and b) need not have more columns than rows.
In the MUD literature, the idea that looks like Gaussian noise is clearly established in the work of Poor, Verdú, and others [12] , [36] , [46] , [61] . Also, the idea that sophisticated multistage algorithms can be applied to successively reduce MAI-e.g., onion-peeling schemes [10] or iterative decoders [4] , [6] , [13] -is completely consistent with our approach in this paper: stagewise least-squares projection when the nonzeros in have a power-law distribution is something like onion-peeling; minimization is something like a Bayesian maximum a posteriori iterative decoder. Finally the specific analysis technique we have developed-the conditioned Gaussian limit-bears some resemblance to density evolution schemes used in the MUD/CDMA literature, e.g., [4] , [6] , [13] , [30] .
However, there are important differences in the problem, the primary one being that in the binary CDMA case the vector is not sparse and takes known values , which cause important differences in results. Also (perhaps) the study of very large and is less of interest in CDMA at the moment.
C. Component Separation
The immediate inspiration for this paper was extensive work by Jean-Luc Starck and Michael Elad [50] , [51] who attacked very large-scale problems in image processing and component separation. They found that by stagewise application of hard thresholding, residualization, and matched filtering, they could often obtain results comparable to optimization but much more rapidly. Our paper arose from Starck's insistence that such an approach was essential to attacking very large scale problems with in the millions, and demanded theoretical attention. Focusing on the special case of "random" , we found his insistence to be prophetic.
D. Mathematical Analysis
The mathematical developments in this paper, and the form of the StOMP algorithm itself, arise from a lemma in the paper [16, Sec. 5] by one of the authors. That lemma concerned behavior of random linear programs, and was originally developed in order to show that -minimzation can find sparse solutions when is drawn from USE; the authors noticed that it implicitly introduces the conditioned Gaussian model developed here.
E. Fine Points
Two small but essential points:
• The notion of phase transition considered here is weaker than notions often mentioned in connection with the study of optimization. As the papers [18] and [19] may help clarify, much of the literature discusses the notion of strong equivalence of and ; in this notion that for a given , every sparse generates a problem for which the solution is the unique sparsest solution [8] , [9] , [16] , [20] , [21] , [32] , [35] , [48] , [55] . In contrast, in discussing minimization in Section IV-B above, we used the notion of weak equivalence, which says that equivalence holds for the typical sparse (rather than for every sparse ) . In the setting of random matrices sampled from the uniform spherical ensemble, independently of , strong equivalence is not the relevant notion, even though it has attracted the most theoretical attention. If is random and is fixed in advance, then is overwhelmingly likely to be typical for the realized . The empirically observable phase transition is thus the weak transition, whose theoretical large-system transition point for minimization was derived in [19] and is given by the curve in Fig. 5 . For parallel discussion see [54] . The notion discussed here for StOMP is still weaker, because our probabilistic theory only studies approximate reconstruction of typical . Hence it might seem that the phase transition for StOMP mapped out here is less useful in practice than the weak equivalence transition for minimization. Despite this, empirically we have found that for , below its phase transition curve StOMP yields reconstructions which are numerically just as accurate as minimization yields below its phase transition curve.
• Iterative thresholding is an algorithm which, like StOMP, successively strips structure out of a residual vector; like StOMP, it computes the vector of current correlations and applies a threshold; however, instead of orthogonal projection to remove detected structure, it uses a relaxation strategy , subtracting structure associated to columns surviving thresholding. The use of alternating thresholding to obtain sparse solution has been extensively deployed by Starck et al. [50] , [51] and studied by Daubechies et al. [15] . An early reference applying a kind of alternating thresholding to seek sparse solutions to underdetermined systems was Coifman and Wickerhauser [14] . To our knowledge, the alternating thresholding approach has yielded today's most successful applications of large-scale sparse solutions [40] , [41] , [50] , [51] . StOMP is subtly, but crucially different; our inspiration is the idea that for Gaussian random matrices (and their close relatives), selection followed by projection affords certain definite probabilistic structure, which we have exposed and analyzed carefully here, in Theorems 1, 2, and 3. The initially similar-sounding proposals for alternating soft and hard thresholding do not seem to offer any comparably strong analytic framework.
XII. SUMMARY
We described a simple algorithm for obtaining sparse approximate solutions of certain underdetermined systems of linear equations. The StOMP algorithm iteratively thresholds, selects and projects. It selects nonzeros by thresholding the output of the matched filter applied to the current residual signal, where the threshold is set above the mutual interference level. It projects the residual on a lower-dimensional subspace complementary to the span of the selected nonzeros.
StOMP is effective when the matrix and/or the object render the multiple access interference approximately Gaussian. Relying on such Gaussianity, we proposed two natural strategies for threshold selection, one based on false alarm rate control and one based on false discovery rate control.
We rated the success of this approach using the phase diagram and showed that, in the standard problem suite, for either thresholding rule the phase diagram has two phases-success and failure-with a narrow transition zone between them. The transition zone shrinks in size as the problem size grows. For each method, the "success phase" of StOMP is comparable in size to the "success phase" of minimization. Computational experiments showed that within the intersection of the two success phases, StOMP can deliver results comparable to minimization with dramatically less computation. Also, in numerous examples StOMP runs much faster than standard greedy approximation (matching pursuit).
Supporting the practical advantages of StOMP is a theoretical framework that accurately derives the boundary of the success phase. This boundary can be regarded as a well-defined asymptotic "sampling theory" for StOMP ; to reconstruct a sparse vector by StOMP, an asymptotically precise number of samples will be required.
StOMP extends naturally to noisy data, and also extends to underdetermined systems outside the "random" ones where the method was derived, important examples being the partial Fourier ensemble and pairs of incoherent orthogonal bases such as (Dirac, Fourier). Stylized applications in compressed sensing, suppression of impulsive noise, and time-frequency separation are given, and software is available.
XIII. NOTE ADDED IN PROOF
This work was performed in 2004-2005 and submitted in 2006. The published version differs from the submitted version because of referee-requested edits: two added proofs and some shortening of the abstract. While the work was in submission, it seems to have already had substantial citation impact and practical impact. On the analytical side, the method of studying stagewise algorithms with Gaussian i.i.d. matrices appears to have been employed successfully in other contexts; for example please see related ideas in Bayati and Montanari's 2010 work on Approximate Message Passing (they may have been unaware of our unpublished work). Much work on sparse recovery and compressed sensing took place while the work was in submission, but the Associate Editor and the authors felt that it would be difficult to rewrite the paper to integrate all the more recent work. Here is the assumed false discovery rate; we used in all our work.
These heuristic formulas cannot be precisely correct, for two reasons: 1) they omit the effect of conditioning caused by earlier stages, as discussed in Section VII-the underlying coefficient distribution is a mixture, but not of normal distributions; and 2) the pseudostandard deviation is merely a crude upper bound; the true value reflects considerations from random matrix theory.
However, if the variance drops very rapidly with increasing , often this heuristic is reasonably accurate. This completes the proof of (C.3)-(C.4).
APPENDIX
1) The Role of Interleaving in Theorems 1, 2, and 3:
We have stated Theorems 1, 2, and 3 in the body of our paper as if they are independent propositions, proved separately. Actually we only present arguments to prove them in an interleaved, sequential fashion.
We think of the 3 theorems as "little" theorems, call them little Theorem , , and little Theorems , ,
. Thus little Theorem yields the special case of "big" Theorem 1. Little Theorem yields the special case , etc. This decomposition of the original "big" theorems into component theorems involves slightly different hypotheses than the original ones; in fact our proof of . We felt it best from an expository viewpoint to hide this interleaving until now. The interleaving has finally become explicit in the statement of Lemmas C.2-C.3 above.
2) Analysis of :
say. Now the are independent identically distributed random vectors. Membership in is a condition imposed symmetrically on all of the random vectors in . It follows that, conditional on , these are conditionally exchangeable random variables, which proves the following.
Lemma C.4: Conditional on
, the are exchangeable random variables.
Exchangeability allows easy characterization of the mean and variance of . Now so for we have meanwhile, for , we have
We now use interleaving. We assume that little Theorems , , have all been proved, for and we are trying to prove little Theorem . Combining Theorems and we obtain Lemma C.5.
Lemma C.5:
With as in the statement of Lemma C.2
We omit the proof of the following technical lemma.
Lemma C.6:
Combining these lemmas proves Lemma C.2
3) Analysis of :
It is enough to show that for (C.8)
We may choose coordinates in so that is aligned with , the standard unit vector. Then in fact is the first row of and so, letting denote the matrix consisting of all but the first row of The matrix almost has Gaussian i.i.d. entries in the following sense. Let be an -by-diagonal matrix with diagonal entries independently and identically distributed as , where denotes the usual -distribution on degrees of freedom; in addition let be stochastically independent of . Then is a random matrix with Gaussian i.i.d. entries.
Hence, conditionally on , the entries in the matrix are i.i.d. Gaussian random variables. Although we omit details, clearly our problem approximately reduces to studying Invoke now the Sherman-Morrison formula: for a column vector and a compatible nonsingular matrix Note now that is stochastically independent of . Pick an orthogonal matrix whose first column is proportional to and which is randomly sampled from the canonical uniform measure on subject to this constraint. Also let be stochastically independent of . Define . Now and by a simple computation At the same time, has i.i.d. Gaussian entries. Some well-known facts about random Gaussian matrices allow us to study the random diagonal entry ; compare the following restatement of results of Bai and Yin quoted in [60] . We omit the proof. 
